Online Training Through Aurora's e-Stream LMS

Members love streaming videos!
And nonmembers have joined just to get access to them. We hope you're one of nearly 1,000 members who use streaming videos to train your employees!

For some members this isn't enough though, and that's why we've expanded our partnership with Aurora to include their e-Stream Learning Management System (LMS) at a great member discount.

This affordable and comprehensive LMS will enable you to:

- Choose from hundreds of safety and HR topics, in multiple languages
- Assign training courses to individual employees
- Track their training history
- Generate completion certificates
- Access robust training reports

It continues to be our goal to make your job easier and make you more efficient. With Aurora's e-Stream LMS, you'll be one step closer!

Questions? Contact Steve at 651-228-7326/800-444-9150 or steve.rauh@minnesotasafetycouncil.org.

Life-saving AEDs, Year-end Savings

Use remaining 2017 safety budget dollars to add the reliable and easy-to-use Philips HeartStart AED to your safety program - and we'll include free accessories (a $400 savings)!

You won't find a better deal - or the kind of support we can provide with training, placement of the AED and more!

Already have a HeartStart AED? It may be time to change the pads or battery - take a moment to check the expiration dates. If you need new ones, order through us for a discount (good on any accessories).

Sudden cardiac arrest can happen to anyone, anywhere, at any time, and every minute that passes lowers the chance of survival by ten percent. Federal OSHA has recommended that all employers have an
AED.

Questions? Contact Al at 651-228-7315/800-444-9150 or al.terwedo@minnesotasaftycouncil.org.